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Abstract

1.

Energy consumption limits battery life in mobile devices and
increases costs for servers and data centers. Approximate
computing addresses energy concerns by allowing applications to trade accuracy for decreased energy consumption.
Approximation frameworks can guarantee accuracy or performance and generally minimize energy; however, they provide no energy guarantees. Such guarantees would be beneficial for users who have a fixed energy budget and want to
maximize application accuracy within that budget. We address this need by presenting JouleGuard: a runtime control system that coordinates approximate applications with
system resource usage to provide control theoretic formal
guarantees of energy consumption, while maximizing accuracy. We implement JouleGuard and test it on three different platforms (a mobile, tablet, and server) with eight different approximate applications created from two different
frameworks. We find that JouleGuard respects energy budgets, provides near optimal accuracy, adapts to phases in application workload, and provides better outcomes than application approximation or system resource adaptation alone.
JouleGuard is general with respect to the applications and
systems it controls, making it a suitable runtime for a number of approximate computing frameworks.

Energy consumption is crucial to the full spectrum of computing systems from mobile, where it determines battery life,
to supercomputing, where it affects costs. Energy usage has
been confronted at the application-level through approximate computing, which trades accuracy for reduced resource
usage (see Sec. 6.1 for examples). At the system-level, energy has been confronted through energy-aware systems that
trade performance for reduced resource usage (see Sec. 6.2
for examples). Cross-layer approaches coordinate application and system (see Sec. 6.3 for examples).
The combination of approximate applications and energyaware systems creates a huge design space characterized by
three features: 1) the level at which tradeoffs are made (application, system, or both), 2) the properties traded (accuracy, performance, energy), and 3) the objectives (to minimize/maximize versus provide guarantees). For example,
Green [5] and EnerJ [53] are application-level approaches
that guarantee accuracy while minimizing energy consumption. Several resource managers provide performance guarantees (for real-time or QoS) while minimizing energy consumption [10, 23, 26, 27, 37, 43, 64]. Cross-layer approaches
coordinate both application and system to achieve performance guarantees with greater energy savings than can be
achieved by either alone [33, 36, 63].
One critical point currently unaddressed in this design
space is providing energy guarantees while maximizing accuracy. Such an approach would help the many users who
do not need minimal energy, but instead want a guarantee
that energy consumption will not hit a critical threshold. For
example, few mobile users want to minimize energy – they
need guarantees that their battery will last until they return to
a charger. Ideally, the system would maximize accuracy (i.e.,
user-experience) while ensuring users only run out of charge
at the very time they reach their charger. Energy guarantees
are analogous to real-time and quality-of-service constraints.
When meeting such timing guarantees, the OS does not maximize performance, but instead schedules jobs to complete at
the deadline, ensuring the timing and minimizing the impact
on the rest of the system [61]. Similarly, providing energy
guarantees for approximate computations should minimize
the effect on the result’s accuracy.
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Introduction

1.1

Energy Guarantees with JouleGuard

This paper meets the challenge of providing energy guarantees for approximate applications by presenting JouleGuard.
JouleGuard takes an energy goal and dynamically configures
application and system to ensure that the goal is met and
application accuracy is near optimal. The key insight is that
this complicated multidimensional optimization problem can
be split into two sub-problems: maximizing system energy
efficiency and dynamically managing application accuracy/performance tradeoffs. Energy can be affected by making the system more efficient or speeding up the application.
Thus, JouleGuard first adjusts resource usage to maximize
energy efficiency. Any additional speedup required to meet
the energy goal comes from carefully tuning application accuracy. Because both sub-problems may alter performance,
they are dependent – each affects the other. JouleGuard,
however, provides formal, control-theoretic [17], guarantees
that the energy goal will be respected, despite the dependence. These guarantees come from a novel combination
of machine learning and control theoretic techniques. JouleGuard is general with respect to both the approximate applications and energy-aware systems it coordinates, making it compatible with multiple approximate computing approaches and system resources.
1.2

Summary of Results

We implement JouleGuard in C and test it on three hardware
platforms (a heterogeneous mobile processor, a tablet, and
a server) running eight different approximate applications
(five built with PowerDial [25] and three built with Loop
Perforation[56]). Our results show:
• Low Overhead: JouleGuard adds only small overhead,
in terms of both energy and performance. (See Sec. 5.1).
• Stability and Convergence: JouleGuard quickly converges to a given energy goal with low error. On average, across all applications, all machines, and a number
of energy goals, JouleGuard maintains energy within a
few percent of the goal. (See Sec. 5.3.)
• Optimality: JouleGuard converges to the energy goals
with near optimal accuracy. On average, for all applications, systems and goals, JouleGuard is within a few
percent of true optimal accuracy (see Sec. 5.4.) JouleGuard provides greater accuracy than the best that could
be achieved through application approximation or system
resource allocation alone (see Sec. 5.5.)
• Responsiveness: JouleGuard quickly reacts to application phases, automatically increasing accuracy whenever
the application workload allows. (See Sec. 5.6.)
1.3

Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions:
• It presents a case for providing energy guarantees.
• Demonstration that maximizing accuracy on an energy
budget can be split into two sub-problems: 1) finding the

most energy-efficient system configuration and 2) tuning application performance to provide additional energy
savings while maximizing accuracy.
• A machine-learning solution to maximizing energy efficiency (Sec. 3.2) and a control theoretic solution to managing application performance (Sec. 3.3).
• Formal analysis that the runtime is robust and converges
to the energy goals despite the inherent dependence between application and system (Sec. 3.4).
• Empirical evaluation of JouleGuard on multiple real systems with different applications (Sec. 5).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first cross-layer approach that provides formal guarantees of energy consumption while maximizing accuracy. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 presents an example of maximizing search accuracy on an energy budget. Sec. 3 discusses
JouleGuard’s design and formal guarantees. Sec. 4 describes
the applications and systems used to evaluate JouleGuard
in Sec. 5. Sec. 6 compares JouleGuard to existing work in
approximate applications, energy-aware systems, and crosslayer approaches. Sec. 7 concludes.

2.

Motivation

This section demonstrates the challenges of maximizing accuracy on an energy budget and builds intuition for the formal analysis to follow. We consider document search using
an approximate version of the open-source swish++ search
engine [60], which varies the number of documents it returns per query [25]. We run the search engine on a server
platform which supports several configurations controlling
tradeoffs between power and performance.
We configure swish++ as a web server, and deploy it
on our system with 32 threads1 . We measure search performance and the total system power consumption with the application in its default (full accuracy) configuration using all
system resources (see Sec. 4 for a detailed description of
the system). In this default configuration, swish++ processes
3100 queries per second (qps) at an average power consumption of 280 Watts, or 0.09 Joules per query.
For this example, we want to reduce energy consumption
by 1/3 to 0.06 Joules per query (the full evaluation tests a
wide range of energy goals). We could achieve this energy
with a 50% performance increase, a 33% power decrease,
or by some combination of the two. The primary challenge
is determining which combination will result in the highest
application accuracy.
We are not aware of any existing system that provides
overall system energy guarantees while maximizing accuracy. It is tempting, then, to start with existing approaches
1 We

use public domain books from Project Gutenberg as our search documents. For search queries, we construct a dictionary of all words present in
the documents, excluding stop words, and select words at random following
a power law distribution. This is the same experimental setup used in prior
work to test a variable accuracy version of swish++ [25].
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Figure 1. Different approaches to meeting and energy goal
for the swish++ search engine.
that provide other guarantees and see if small changes can
provide energy guarantees. In this section, we first modify
an existing system-level approach, then an application-level
approach. We next deploy an application and system-level
approach simultaneously. All are found unsatisfactory for
various reasons, so the final section previews JouleGuard.
The behavior of all four approaches is illustrated in Fig. 1.
2.1

exhaustively searched the space. In practice, we will need a
more intelligent way to determine the system configuration.

System-level Approach

The system can change swish++’s resource allocation to
reduce energy consumption and a number of system-level
approaches have been proposed [22, 23, 27, 43, 51, 57, 65,
68]. Among these, Cinder [51] comes closest to meeting
our needs as it provides energy guarantees for individual
system components. It is a user’s responsibility, however,
to request energy from individual components such that the
total system energy respects the guarantee. To provide an
overall system energy guarantee users must know precisely
how much energy to request from each component and how
much performance they will get from that combination. To
determine the best overall configuration on our system, we
must search the entire configuration space to determine if
there is a combination of cores, clockspeed, hyperthreading,
and memory controllers that meets the energy goal. (For
more detail on the difficulty of finding the most energy
efficient configuration for an application on this system,
see Sec. 4.) Using the configuration found by brute force,
swish++ processes 1750 qps at a cost of 125 Watts, or 0.07
Joules per query. This value is 20% higher than the goal,
although this system-level approach results in no accuracy
loss (as shown in Fig. 1).
The system-level approach has two drawbacks. First and
foremost, it did not meet the goal. By itself, the system
simply cannot reduce energy consumption to 0.06 Joules
per query. Second, obtaining any energy reduction requires
a tremendous knowledge of the system to request the best
combination of different components. In this example, we

Application-level Approach

Finding the system-level approach insufficient for our needs,
we turn to approximate applications. Several applicationlevel frameworks trade accuracy for other benefits [1, 5,
25, 53, 58]. None provide formal energy guarantees, but
PowerDial guarantees performance [25]. We can use this
performance guarantee, plus the knowledge of the system’s
default power consumption to meet our energy goal. We tell
PowerDial to operate at 4700 qps knowing the default power
is 280 Watts. Doing so, we obtain 0.06 Joules per query –
exactly on target – but at a high cost of accuracy loss. On
average, each query returns 83% fewer results.
2.3

Uncoordinated Application and System

The application-level approach met the energy goal, but with
high accuracy loss. The system-level approach shows there
are more energy-efficient system configurations. It is tempting, then to combine these approaches and meet the energy
goal by decreasing system power and increasing application
performance. A straightforward approach uses the application and system-level solutions concurrently, but without any
communication between the two.
The problem with this uncoordinated approach is that
both the application and system act without knowledge of
each other. Prior work demonstrates that uncoordinated deployment of adaptive systems leads to instability and oscillatory behavior, even when the individual adaptive components are provably well-behaved [18, 20]. Indeed, this oscillatory behavior is demonstrated for the uncoordinated approach in Fig. 1. This oscillatory behavior results in an average performance of 2080 qps, an average power of 147
Watts, and an average return of 81% fewer results than the
default. Rather than improving over application or system
alone, the uncoordinated combination achieves the same energy efficiency as the system only approach with an accuracy
loss close to the application-only approach.
The intuition behind the oscillatory behavior is the following. Both the application and system reason about performance under the assumption that no other actor is manipulating performance. When application and system act
concurrently without knowledge of each other, this assumption is violated and instability occurs.
2.4

Coordinated Application and System Approaches

Rather than abandon the combination of application and system approaches, we propose actively coordinating the two.
JouleGuard’s coordinated approach is detailed in the next
section, but we show the results here for swish++. JouleGuard uses machine learning to find the most energy efficient system configuration, which provides the performance
of 1750 qps at 125 Watts. Recall, this configuration resulted
in 0.07 Joules per query, 20% above the target. Therefore,

2.5

Lessons Learned

This example highlights the key intuition into optimizing
accuracy within a guaranteed energy budget:
• The best solution 1) finds the most energy efficient system configuration and then 2) sacrifices accuracy for any
additional speedup required to meet the energy goal.
• The application and system must be coordinated to avoid
unpredictable, deleterious effects.
The next section formally addresses these issues.

3.

JouleGuard

This section presents JouleGuard, illustrated in Fig. 2. Following the example of the previous section, we split the
problem of meeting an energy goal while maximizing accuracy into two components. The first, labeled System Energy Optimizer (SEO) in the figure, is responsible for putting
the system into the most energy efficient system configuration. The expected speed and power of this configuration
are passed to the Application Accuracy Optimizer (AAO),
which determines how much additional performance must
come from tuning application accuracy.
If the performance, power, and accuracy of all combinations of application and system configuration are known
ahead of time and do not change, then the application and
system configuration need only be configured once. In general, however, we expect unpredictable dynamic fluctuations
making it impossible to predict the highest energy efficiency
system configuration ahead of time. Furthermore, this configuration may be both application and input dependent [19,
34, 43, 44]. Therefore, we solve the optimization at runtime
using dynamic feedback. Both the SEO and AAO adapt to
changes in the other, yet still converge to reliable steadystate behavior. This section first describes SEO and AAO,
then formally analyzes JouleGuard’s guarantees.

General
Learning

JouleGuard then uses control theory to speedup the application by an additional 20% to 2100 qps. Thus, JouleGuard
hits the target of 0.06 = 125/2100 Joules per query – at a
cost 24% fewer results per query than the default setup of
application and system.
Of all four approaches we have explored, this coordinated
one is clearly the best. It meets the energy goal while delivering the smallest possible loss in accuracy – a significant
savings over the application-level approach.

Control

Figure 2. The JouleGuard runtime system.
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Meaning
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unit delay operator
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error
δ
C(z)
A(z)
z

Table 1. Notation used in the paper.
3.1

Notation

Table 1 summarizes the notation used throughout this section. The table has three parts. One contains general notation
that is necessary throughout this section. The other two contain notation specific to either the learning or control pieces.
As shown in the table, we distinguish between measured, estimated and true values of variables. For variable v, v̄, v̂ and
v represent these three characteristics, respectively. We use
subscripts to refer to the value of a variable in different configurations of the application or system. We use parenthetical
notation to refer to values of variables at particular times.
3.2

System Energy Optimization

JouleGuard uses reinforcement learning to identify the most
energy efficient system configuration, employing a banditbased approach [32]. We model system configurations as
arms in a multi-armed bandit (essentially levers in different
slot machines). The reward for pulling an arm is the energy
efficiency of that configuration. Our goal is to quickly determine which arm (configuration) has the highest energy efficiency. Specifically, JouleGuard estimates system configuration sys’s energy efficiency by estimating performance
and power r̂sys (t) and p̂sys (t) using exponentially weighted
moving averages:
p̂sys (t) = (1 − α) · p̂sys (t − 1) + α · p̄sys (t)
r̂sys (t) = (1 − α) · r̂sys (t − 1) + α · r̄sys (t)

(1)

We use α = .85, which provides the best outcomes on
average across all applications and systems.
In a typical bandit problem, the initial estimates might
be random values. This is not a good choice for estimating
performance and power as we know a general trend: power
and performance tend to increase with increasing resources.
Therefore, JouleGuard initializes its performance and power
estimates so that the performance increases linearly with increasing resources and power increases cubically with increasing clockspeed and linearly with increasing cores. This
is an overestimate for all applications, but it is not a gross
overestimate. Such an initialization performs exceedingly
well in practice.
The final component of a bandit solution is balancing exploration (i.e., trying different configurations) and exploitation (i.e., making use of the best configuration found so
far). In addition, JouleGuard must be reactive to changes
caused by application-level adaptation. Therefore, JouleGuard explores the system configuration space using ValueDifference Based Exploration (VDBE) [62]. VDBE balances exploration and exploitation by dynamically computing a threshold, (t) where 0 ≤ (t) ≤ 1. When selecting a
system configuration, JouleGuard generates a random number rand (0 ≤ rand < 1). If rand < (t), JouleGuard
selects a random system configuration. Otherwise, JouleGuard selects the most energy efficient configuration found
so far.  is initialized to 1 and updated every time the runtime is invoked. A large difference between the measured
efficiency r̄sys (t)/p̄sys (t) and the estimate r̂sys (t)/p̂sys (t)
results in a large , while a small difference makes  small.
At each iteration of the runtime (t) is updated as:
− α(

r̂sys (t)
r̄sys (t)
−
p̄sys (t)
p̂sys (t)
5

x(t) = e
ρ(t) = 1−x(t)
1+x(t)
1
(t) = |Sys|
· ρ(t) + (1 −

(2)
1
|Sys| ) · (t

− 1)

If the random number is below (t), JouleGuard selects
a random system configuration. Otherwise, JouleGuard
searches for the system configuration with the highest estimated energy efficiency:


r̂sys (t)
bestsys = argmax
sys ∈ Sys
(3)
sys
p̂sys (t)
JouleGuard then puts the system into this configuration and
uses the expected performance and power consumption to
perform application accuracy optimization.
This bandit-based approach has the nice property that
when the system models are correct (t) = 0, so JouleGuard will not randomly explore the space; i.e., JouleGuard
will not use a random configuration after it has learned
accurate models. If the system is disturbed in anyway, or
the application has an unexpected impact on system performance and power, the models will be inaccurate and (t)
will increase, so JouleGuard will likely explore new states to
find more efficient configurations. This learning mechanism

makes JouleGuard extremely robust to external variations,
but it is stable when the system does not vary.
3.3

Application Accuracy Optimization

Given the system configuration found above (from Eqn. 3,
JouleGuard determines the application configuration that
will meet the energy goal while maximizing accuracy. Given
the system performance and power estimates determined by
SEO (r̂c and p̂c ) and a factor f by which to decrease energy
consumption, JouleGuard must find the application configuration that provides speedup:
r̂def ault p̂bestsys (t)
·
(4)
s(t) = f (t) ·
p̂def ault r̂bestsys (t)
The difficulty is that ensuring energy requires that JouleGuard maintains this performance despite unpredictable
events (e.g., application workload fluctuations), temporary
disturbances (e.g., page faults), or unmodeled dependences
between application configuration and system power consumption. Therefore, JouleGuard continually adjusts the
speedup applied as a function of time t. JouleGuard models the problem of meeting speedup s as a control problem and minimizes the error error(t) between the measured performance r̄(t) and the required performance r(t) =
f (t) · r̂bestsys (t) at time t; i.e., error(t) = r(t) − r̄(t).
Maintaining performance despite dynamic environmental
changes is a classical control problem; many cross-layer approaches incorporate control for this reason [16, 20, 36, 59,
63, 67]. JouleGuard builds on these examples, formulating a
proportional integral (PI) controller eliminating error(t):
(1 − pole(t)) · error(t)
(5)
s(t) = s(t − 1) +
r̂bestsys (t)
Where s(t) is the speedup required beyond r̂bestsys , and
pole(t) is the adaptive pole of the control system, which
determines the largest inaccuracy in the system model that
JouleGuard can tolerate while maintaining stability and ensuring that the energy goal is met. While many systems use
control, JouleGuard’s approach is unique in that the controller constantly adapts its behavior to account for potential
inaccuracies introduced by the learning mechanism.
The formal mechanism that sets the pole is discussed in
Sec. 3.4). Intuitively, control techniques make it possible to
determine how inaccurate the models can be and still stabilize at the goal (i.e., meet the target energy while avoiding the oscillations shown for the uncoordinated approach
in Fig. 1) [13]. The learning system used in SEO is constantly measuring the inaccuracy between its models and the
actual performance and power (see Eqn. 2). JouleGuard uses
this measured difference to set the pole. When the difference is large, the controller acts slowly, avoiding oscillations
and allowing SEO to learn independently of any application
changes. When the system model inaccuracy is low, the pole
is small and the controller works quickly.
In summary, JouleGuard determines the application configuration by 1) measuring the performance at time t, com-

puting the error between the required and measured performance, then computing a speedup s(t). JouleGuard then
searches application configurations on the Pareto-optimal
frontier of performance and accuracy tradeoffs to select the
highest accuracy configuration delivering that speedup:
bestapp = argmax {aapp |sapp > s(t) ∧ app ∈ A}
app

3.4

(6)

Control Theoretic Formal Guarantees

JouleGuard’s control system provides formal guarantees of
energy consumption. We first show that the the control system converges to the desired speedup. This can be done
through standard analysis in the Z-domain [35].
3.4.1

Stable and Convergent

We want to analyze the behavior of the closed loop system that maps the performance goal r into measured performance r̄(t). In this section we perform the analysis for a
fixed pole pole. This analysis is necessary to understand how
to adaptively set the pole in the next section.
The Z-transform of the application is simply A(z) =
r̂bestsys
. The Z-transform for the control system’s transfer
z
function is C(z) = (1−pole)z
(z−1) . Therefore, the transfer function of the closed loop system is:
F (z)

=
=
=

C(z) · A(z)
1+C(z) · A(z)

r̂bestsys
(1−pole)z
z
(z−1)
r̂bestsys
(1−pole)z
1+ (z−1)
z

·

·

(7)

1−pole
z−pole

Following standard control analysis, we can evaluate the system’s stability and convergence to the goal [35]. The system
is stable, in the control theoretic sense, that it will not oscillate around the goal if and only if 0 ≤ pole < 1. Therefore,
pole must be chosen to meet these restrictions. Furthermore,
the system is convergent, meaning that when it stabilizes
error(t) = 0 if and only if F (1) = 1. From Eqn. 7 we can
see that this condition is clearly met. We therefore conclude
that the control system is stable and convergent. These guarantees, however, are based on the implicit assumption that
r̂bestsys is an accurate estimate of the performance delivered
in bestsys. In the next section we discuss how to ensure stability even when the estimate is inaccurate (as it likely is at
system initialization).
3.4.2

Robust to Learning Inaccuracies

We determine the controller’s robustness to inaccurate estimates of r̂bestsys by analyzing Eqn. 7. Suppose the estimate
is incorrect and the true value is rsys = δr̂sys (t) where δ is
a multiplicative error in the estimation. For example, δ = 5
indicates that model is off by a factor of 5. We determine
JouleGuard’s robustness to these inaccuracies by substitut-

ing δr̂sys into F (z):
F (z)

=

C(z) · A(z)
1+C(z) · A(z)

=

δ r̂sys
(1−pole)z
z
(z−1)
δ r̂sys
(1−pole)z
1+ (z−1)
z

=

(1−pole)δ
z+(1−pole)δ−1

·

·

(8)

The controller represented by Eqn. 8 is stable if and only if
the pole is between 0 and 1. Thus, for a stable system
2
0<δ<
.
(9)
1 − pole
So, the value of pole determines how robust JouleGuard is
to model inaccuracies. For example, pole = 0.1 implies that
r̂sys (t) can be off by a factor of 2.2 and JouleGuard will still
converge.
To provide convergence guarantees – and, thus, energy
guarantees – JouleGuard must set the pole to provide stability and avoid the oscillations seen in the swish++ example.
JouleGuard has a bound on model inaccuracies as it is constantly updating its estimates of system performance using
Eqn. 1. Thus, JouleGuard computes δ(t), the multiplicative
inaccuracy at time t as:
r̄(t)
(10)
−1
δ(t) =
r̂sys (t − 1)
and computes the pole as:

δ(t) > 2 : 1 − 2/δ(t)
pole(t) =
(11)
δ(t) ≤ 2 : 0
JouleGuard automatically adapts the pole so that controller
is robust to inaccuracies in the system models. In practice,
the pole is large when the learner is unsure and likely to randomly explore the space. This means that the controller will
be slow to change configurations when the learner is aggressive. In contrast, when the learner converges the inaccuracy
is low (by definition) and the controller can be more aggressive. This adaptive pole placement combined with machine
learning is the unique feature of JouleGuard which distinguishes it from prior approaches and allows JouleGuard to
split the energy guarantee problem into two subproblems yet
still provide robust guarantees.
3.4.3

Impossible Goals

A user may request an energy goal that is impossible to meet
given the application and the system. In this case, JouleGuard reports that the goal is infeasible and then configures
application and system to provide the smallest possible energy consumption.
3.5

Implementation

JouleGuard’s runtime is summarized in Algorithm 1. We implement this algorithm through a straightforward coding of
the math described above and summarized in the algorithm
listing. The two key challenges are measuring feedback and
configuring the application and system. These are really interface issues rather than technical issues. JouleGuard needs

Application
x264
swaptions
bodytrack
swish++
radar
canneal
ferret
streamcluster

Configs
560
100
200
6
26
3
8
7

Speedup
4.26
100.35
7.38
1.52
19.39
1.93
1.24
5.52

Acc. Loss (%)
6.2
1.5
14.4
83.4
5.3
7.1
18.2
0.55

Accuracy Metric
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [25]
swaption price [25]
track quality [25]
precision and recall [25]
signal to noise ratio [21]
wire length [56]
similarity [56]
quality of clustering [56]

Table 2. Approximate Application configurations.
Algorithm 1 The JouleGuard Runtime.
Require: W
. Workload provided by user
Require: E
. Energy budget provided by user
loop
Measure work done W (t) and energy consumed E(t).
Measure performance r̄(t) and power p̄(t) in configuration c.
Update performance and power estimates r̂c and p̂c (Eqn. 1).
Update (t) (Eqn. 2).
Generate random number rand
if rand < (t) then
Select random system configuration
else
Select energy optimal system configuration sys (Eqn. 3).
end if
Compute the controller’s pole (Eqns. 10 and 11)
Compute remaining energy and work.
Use those values to compute speedup target (Eqn. 4).
Compute speedup control signal (Eqn. 5).
Select the application configuration to deliver speedup (Eqn. 6).
end loop

to be supplied a function that reads performance and power.
Any performance metric can be used as long as it increases
with increasing performance. Similarly, power can be read
from an external power monitor or from modern hardware
devices that support on-board power measurement. Prior
work defined a general interface for specifying system-level
configurations [23]. A straightforward extension of this interface allows it to support application configuration changes
as well. Given these interfaces, we implement JouleGuard
as a C runtime that can be compiled directly into an application. It can replace existing runtime systems for approximate
applications, or it can convert a statically configured approximate application into one dynamically configurable to meet
energy goals.
3.6

Application Accuracy Requirements

JouleGuard does not require precise quantification of application accuracy, rather it requires an ordering on application
configurations. Many frameworks provide precise accuracy
quantification (e.g., [5, 24, 25, 48]), others do not (e.g., [9,
14, 58]), and some leave it to the programmer (e.g., [38, 53]).
Approaches that do not quantify accuracy still order configurations, but the order represents preferences rather than absolute numerical differences. JouleGuard never needs a precise
value for accuracy. The only place it reasons about accuracy
is in Eqn. 6 when selecting an application configuration. This

equation only requires a total order on available configurations. Thus, JouleGuard is compatible with a wide range of
approximate approaches including those that do not specifically quantify accuracy.
3.7

Modification for Approximate Hardware

This section has assumed that all accuracy tradeoffs occur
at the application level. Recent proposals, however, propose
approximate hardware that provides reduced energy consumption in exchange for occasionally returning the wrong
result [4, 11, 12, 38, 45, 46]. In most cases, these approximate hardware implementations maintain the same timing,
but reduce power consumption. For those cases, it is straightforward to modify the above control system to work with
approximate hardware. We would begin by using the learning engine to find the most energy efficient system configuration that sacrifices no accuracy (this step is the same as
the above). We then modify the JouleGuard control system
to manage power (rather than speedup) by tuning hardware
level approximation. The approach would be very similar,
but the controller would reduce power instead of increase
performance. Yet another problem would be to coordinate
approximate applications with approximate hardware. Such
a combination likely requires a significant modification of
JouleGuard.

4.

Experimental Setup

To demonstrate generality, we test JouleGuard with eight
different applications on three different hardware platforms.
4.1

Applications

We draw on existing approximate applications from two
sources. The first is PowerDial, which automatically turns
static command line parameters into a data structure which
alters runtime performance and accuracy tradeoffs [25]. The
second is Loop Perforation, which eliminates some loop iterations to trade accuracy for performance [56]. We build
x264, swaptions, bodytrack, radar, and swish++ with PowerDial. We build canneal, ferret, and streamcluster with Loop
Perforation. Table 2 summarizes the available application
configurations, showing the total available configurations,
the maximum speedup, maximum accuracy loss (as a percentage of the default value), and the accuracy metric.
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Tablet

Mobile

System

Configuration
clock speed
big cores
big core speeds
LITTLE cores
LITTLE core speeds

Settings
8
4
19
4
13

Speedup
2.72
4.52
10.23
4.52
7.11

Powerup
1.94
2.00
10.42
1.32
2.62

clock speed
core usage
hyperthreading
idle

8
2
2
n/a

2.72
1.81
1.10
1.00

1.94
1.22
1.03
1.00

clock speed
core usage
hyperthreading
idle
mem controllers

16
16
2
n/a
2

3.23
15.99
1.92
1.00
1.84

2.05
2.03
1.11
1.00
1.11

Table 3. System configurations.
These applications represent several different workloads.
x264 is a video encoder, which can trade increased noise in
the output video for increased frame rate. swaptions is a financial analysis benchmark that trades accuracy of price for
speed of pricing. bodytrack does image analysis to follow a
person moving through a scene. It trades the precision of the
track for increased throughput. The swish++ search engine is
a webserver which supports document search and can trade
the precision and recall of the search results for decreased
search time. radar is a digital signal processing program that
detects targets in the returns of a phased array antenna [21].
canneal is an engineering application that performs placeand-route on a netlist; it can trade increased wire length for
decreased routing time. ferret is a image similarity search
that can decrease the similarity of the results it returns in exchange for decreased search time. Finally, streamcluster is a
clustering algorithm that can decrease the quality of its clustering for increased performance. Each application supports
a different accuracy metric. To standardize the presentation,
we report accuracy as a proportion of that achieved when
running in the application’s default configuration; i.e., without PowerDial or Loop Perforation.
These benchmarks might easily be run in an environment
where predictable energy consumption is essential for successful operation. For example, x264, bodytrack, and radar
might be executed on either a mobile or embedded device
with limited battery; ferret and swish++ might be executed
on a server where administrators want to deliver better results to higher paying users. We note that swish and canneal
do not run on Mobile, but it is unlikely that a user would
want to run a webserver or engineering application on their
mobile phone.
4.2

System

In the introduction, we argue that maximizing accuracy on
an energy budget could be useful for both mobile and server
systems. Therefore, we evaluate JouleGuard on three platforms representative of both domains. The first, Mobile, is

an ODROID-XU3 from HardKernel with a Samsung Exynos
5 heterogeneous ARM big.LITTLE processor consisting of
4 Cortex-A15 (big) cores and 4 Cortex-A7 (LITTLE) cores.
It has 2GB of RAM and a 64 GB SD card for permanent
storage. The second, Tablet, is a Sony Vaio SVT11226CXB
tablet with an Intel i5-4210Y processor, 4GB RAM, and
a 128GB SSD. The third, Server is a dual socket system
with two eight-core Intel Xeon E5-2690 processors, 64GB
RAM, and a 256 GB HDD. We monitor power and energy
on Mobile with INA-231 power sensors that provide power
data for the big Cortex-A15 cluster, the LITTLE Cortex-A7
cluster, the DRAM and the GPU. Both Intel platforms support hyperthreading and TurboBoost, and both allow power
and energy consumption to be read directly from registers
at runtime in millisecond intervals [50]. Mobile idles at approximately .12 Watts, Tablet idles at 2.4 Watts, and Server
approximately 12 Watts. The maximum power consumption
on the mobile processor is 6 Watts, on the tablet 9 Watts, and
270 Watts on the server. For the Intel systems, in addition to
the on-chip power meters, we use an external power meter to
measure the power consumption of the other components in
each system. The mobile system has an additional 5.8 Watts
of power consumption beyond the processor; the server system has an additional 75-90 Watts.
To provide energy guarantees, we must account for the
full energy consumption of the system. This presents a problem for both the Intel-based systems as their total energy
consumption is much higher than what the on-chip monitors report. We account for this by using the on-chip monitors (which return results at a millisecond granularity) and
simply adding a fixed amount of power to this quantity to
account for the additional power consumption. The external power meters are too slow to provide dynamic feedback
(1s granularity), but they can be used to verify total system power and energy. Therefore, we use the on-chip power
meters plus a fixed constant for dynamic feedback and use
the external power meters to measure the full system energy
over the life of the experiments. All measurements in the
evaluation section report full system power and energy.
Mobile runs Ubuntu Linux 14.04 using a modified kernel 3.10.58+. The other systems run Linux 3.2.0 with the
cpufrequtils package to change clock speeds. We use
process affinity masks to assign an application to cores and
hyperthreads. We use the numalib package to assign memory controllers to an application on the server. The available
system configurations on all three platforms are summarized
in Table 3, which shows the total number of available configurations and the maximum increase in speed and power measured on each machine. There are effectively an unlimited
number of idle settings, as any application could be stalled
arbitrarily.
4.3

System Characterization

The JouleGuard framework contains a learning engine to
determine the most energy efficient system configuration.
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Figure 3. Example energy efficiencies.
In this section, we justify the need for this approach by
characterizing our platforms. We run each application in
its default (full accuracy) mode and measure the energy
efficiency (performance divided by power consumption) for
each possible system configuration.
The results for two example applications (bodytrack and
ferret) are shown in Fig. 3. All three systems contain multiple configurable resources, so we linearize the configuration
space into a configuration index, which is shown on the xaxis of each chart. The y-axes show the energy efficiency.
We have chosen configuration indices so that the highest index always represents all resources assigned to an application at their highest setting (this is the default configuration
for both systems). The lowest index is always a single core
at the slowest clockspeed. The configuration indices for different applications on the same platform are the same; i.e.,
index i for bodytrack represents the same resource usage as
index i for ferret.
The two applications are representative of the extremes
in our benchmark set, the others are omitted to save space.
bodytrack is generally easy to manage as it presents smooth
curves with no local extrema. ferret is harder to manage
and exhibits complicated behavior on the most configurable
system, Server.
Examining this data, it is significant to compare the peak
energy efficiency to the default system configuration (the
highest index) for a given application. It is also important
to compare the location of the peak across different applications. We observe:
• All applications show significant differences between the
highest and lowest energy efficiency on all platforms.
Thus, there is a penalty for choosing the system configuration incorrectly.

• On Mobile, the large cores are the least energy efficient

(they are clustered in the bottom right of the chart. On this
system, the learner will need to move off the big cores
and recognize the importance of using smaller cores for
energy savings.
• On the Tablet platform, the peak energy efficiency occurs
at the default setting for all applications. This implies it
should be easy to select the peak for that platform. In addition, many of the clockspeed settings appear to produce
the same energy efficiency. It appears that the firmware
on this platform disables most of the clockspeeds that the
processor supports. The real difficulty of managing this
system will be for JouleGuard to recognize that many settings produce identical results.
• On the Server platform, each application has a unique
configuration providing maximum energy efficiency, implying it is much harder to select the most energy efficient
configuration on that platform. Furthermore, none of our
test applications achieve peak energy efficiency in the default configuration; i.e., the default is wasteful.
These results broadly indicate that it should be easy to
perform the system energy optimization on Mobile and
Tablet and difficult on Server. The difference in platform
characteristics creates a unique challenge: the learner should
be low-overhead so that it does not greatly impact the behavior of the easy platform and agile so that it can overcome
the difficulties imposed by the difficult platform. The next
section evaluates JouleGuard’ ability to overcome the challenges of these platforms.

5.

Evaluation

This section evaluates JouleGuard. We begin by measuring the runtime overhead. We then demonstrate that JouleGuard converges to the desired energy consumption and
does so with near optimal accuracy. Next, we compare JouleGuard’s coordinated approach to the best accuracy that can
be achieved by application or system alone. Finally, we show
that JouleGuard maintains energy goals during application
phase changes.
5.1

JouleGuard Overhead

We expect JouleGuard to
be low-overhead as the
Platform
Latency (µs)
algorithm detailed in AlMobile
249
gorithm 1 is low comTablet
164
plexity. The most expenServer
82
sive parts involve searching for particular conTable 4. Runtime overhead.
figurations according to
Eqns. 3 and 6, which we implement with binary search. To
measure overhead, we time 100 iterations of the runtime
managing x264 (the application with the largest number of
application-level configurations) on each of the three platforms. The time per iteration (in microseconds) is shown in
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Where ā is the measured accuracy for the application running with JouleGuard and aoracle (goal) represents the accuracy our oracle returns for the given energy goal.
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Figure 4. JouleGuard stabilizes to a consistent energy consumption subject to application and system noise.
Table 4. The mobile system has less work to do (because it
has the fewest configurations to consider), but it also has the
smaller computational capacity. Regardless, these overheads
are small enough to permit millions of runtime iterations per
second. This is far faster than we can receive power feedback, so JouleGuard’s overhead is negligible for its intended
use.
5.2

mal accuracy for different energy targets. We then calculate
the best system and application state for every application
iteration. The oracle thus represents the best accuracy that
could be accomplished by dynamically managing application and system with perfect knowledge of the future and no
overhead. We quantify optimality as effective accuracy:

Methodology

For each application and platform, we first measure accuracy and energy consumption in the default configuration;
i.e., we run out-of-the-box on our platforms with no changes.
Having established a baseline energy consumption, we then
deploy each application with JouleGuard for a several energy goals which decrease energy by some factor f where
f ∈ {1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0}. For example, f = 2.0 reduces energy consumption by 2× compared
to the default. For each goal we measure both the achieved
energy and accuracy.
To quantify JouleGuard’s ability to meet energy goals, we
compute relative error:
(
ē−egoal
ē > egoal :
egoal · 100%
Relative Error =
otherwise : 0
(12)
between the measured energy and the goal. We only count
the error if it is above the target; i.e., JouleGuard consumed
too much energy. Energies below the target, however, will
likely result in less than optimal accuracy. Low relative error
indicates the energy consumption is close to the target, while
high error means JouleGuard missed the target substantially.
Relative error is a percentage, allowing comparisons across
different targets.
To quantify optimality, we construct an oracle representing the best possible accuracy for an application, system, and
energy target. We exhaustively profile the application and
system in every possible configuration to determine the opti-

Stability and Convergence

One of JouleGuard’s essential properties is convergence to
desired energy targets. Previous sections demonstrate convergence analytically, this section evaluates it empirically.
We begin by showing a representative application operating under JouleGuard. Fig. 4 shows bodytrack’s energy per
frame (in the left column) and achieved accuracy (in the right
column). Energy per frame measures how well JouleGuard
tracks the goal. In these figures, JouleGuard is maintaining
an average energy per frame of 1/4 the default for Mobile
and 1/3 the default for the other systems (i.e., f = 3, representing a three fold decrease in energy consumption). The
solid black lines represent the target energy per frame. These
figures clearly demonstrate that JouleGuard can track the desired energy. They also show how accuracy is affected by
the target platform – Tablet and Server have less energy efficient configurations available so they must sacrifice more
accuracy to meet a less aggressive goal.
To demonstrate the stability and convergence in general
we compute relative error for all applications, hardware platforms, and energy targets. These results are shown in Fig. 5
with benchmark name on the x-axis and relative error (as
a percentage) on the y-axis. There is a bar for each energy
target if the target is feasible (e.g., given the available application configurations ferret can only achieve reductions up
to 1.2× on Tablet and Server). In general, relative error is
low – demonstrating that JouleGuard meets energy guarantees on a number of platforms for a number of applications.
Generally, the more aggressive the target the higher the error.
This relationship is not surprising as, if the controller makes
an error in one iteration it may be hard to make up for it in
another iteration with highly aggressive energy targets.
5.4

Optimality

We now quantify accuracy for all benchmarks, platforms,
and energy targets by presenting the effective accuracy calculated according to Eqn. 13.
These results are shown in Fig. 6. The effective accuracy
is close to unity, representing accuracy very close to the oracle. This accuracy is achieved despite JouleGuard’s overhead
and the inherent noise in the benchmarks. The only benchmark that causes some issues is swish++ on Tablet at the
1.5× energy efficiency mark. In this case, JouleGuard meets
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Figure 5. JouleGuard’s low relative error shows it is within a few % of the desired energy.
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Figure 6. JouleGuard achieves near optimal accuracy for different energy goals.
the energy requirement (see Fig. 5), but sacrifices more accuracy than strictly necessary. This lack of optimality is related to a point made above: this energy target represents the
extreme operating range for this application and platform.
While our oracle never makes mistakes, JouleGuard does. In
this case, missing an energy goal in one iteration requires
JouleGuard to make it up in others. As JouleGuard is already operating near the limit, making up energy requires
further sacrifices of accuracy. Furthermore, the accuracies
for Mobile are uniformly higher showing almost no deviation from the oracle. This level of optimality on that platform
is due to the fact that all the energy goals are well within the
operating range for that platform (see Fig. 3 for examples of
the much greater range of operating points on Mobile).
5.5

Comparison to Other Approaches

Many existing frameworks for approximate computing consider only the application [5, 25, 56, 58]. Similarly, many
energy optimization approaches consider only system re-

source usage [27, 43, 51, 57]. We now compare the accuracy
achieved by JouleGuard’s coordinated approach to the best
possible accuracy that could be achieved by adapting just
application or system alone. Recall Sec. 2 describes how to
maximize accuracy for an application or energy efficiency
for a system in isolation. In this section, we run JouleGuard
for a number of energy targets and compare its accuracy to
the best possible that considers only application-level adaptation. In addition, we compare the best possible energy savings that can be achieved by manipulating the system alone.
Fig. 7 shows the results for Server. Results for the other
systems are omitted for space. Each chart shows the energy
savings goal on the x-axis and the achieved accuracy for
both JouleGuard and the application only approach. In addition, a dotted horizontal line shows the maximum range
of increased energy savings possible by manipulating the
system’s resource usage only. In most cases, the systemonly approach reduces performance for decreased energy. In
some cases, (e.g., ferret – see Fig. 3), the system can find
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Figure 8. JouleGuard adapts to application phases.
a more energy efficient configuration that is faster than the
default. If no data is shown for an energy goal, it is not
feasible. These results show that proactive coordination –
used by JouleGuard – provides uniformly higher accuracy
for the same energy compared to approaches that work at
application-level only. In addition, JouleGuard’s combination of application and system-level optimization provides
a greater range of possible energy efficiencies than can be
achieved by either alone. In addition, these results show that
JouleGuard does not needlessly waste accuracy – for JouleGuard, accuracy only starts to decrease at the point where
system-level manipulations are no longer effective.
5.6

Reaction to Application Phases

Our final experiment shows JouleGuard adapting to application phases. In this example, we concatenate three videos
together to form a new input with three distinct phases. Each

phase lasts for 200 frames. The first and third phases are
the same. The second phase is an easier scene that naturally
(without any control) encodes about 40% faster than the first
scene. Thus, the second scene naturally requires less energy
than the first or third. Ideally, when it encounters the second scene, JouleGuard would maintain the same target energy per frame and turn the energy savings into increased
accuracy. Doing so would clearly demonstrate the ability to
maximize accuracy while ensuring energy consumption.
Fig. 8 shows the results with time (in frames) measured
on the x-axes and energy per frame (normalized to the goal)
on the y-axes. At frame 200, the scene changes and we
see a very short spike in energy followed by an increase in
accuracy as JouleGuard turns the energy efficiency gain into
improved accuracy. This effect can be seen in the accuracy
charts as all three platforms produce higher accuracy during
the middle 200 frames.

5.7

Results Summary

These results empirically demonstrate the claims made in the
introduction. Specifically, JouleGuard is:
• Low Overhead: it configures rapidly (Table 4).
• Convergent: it meets a range of energy goals with low
error for all applications (built from two different approximate computing frameworks) on two different hardware
platforms (Fig. 5).
• Near-Optimal: it achieves close to the best possible accuracy for almost all applications across the different
platforms and energy goals (Fig. 6). In addition, JouleGuard’s proactive approach coordinating application and
system is uniformly better than approaches that consider
application only (Fig. 7).
• Responsive: it maintains energy goals with high accuracy during application phase changes (Fig. 8).

6.

Related Work

We describe several related efforts in approximate applications, energy-aware systems, cross-layer approaches, and
adaptive control.
6.1

Approximate Applications

Approximate applications trade accuracy for performance,
power, energy, or other benefits. Approaches include both
static analysis [2, 7, 8, 49, 53, 56] and dynamic support for
tradeoff management [1, 5, 9, 25, 30, 31, 48, 58]. Static
analysis guarantees that accuracy bounds are never violated,
but it is conservative and may miss chances for additional
savings through dynamic customization.
Dynamic approximation tailors runtime behavior to specific inputs. For example, Green maintains accuracy goals
while minimizing energy [5], and Eon extends battery life
in exchange for accuracy [58]. Both Green and Eon use
heuristic techniques for managing the tradeoff space. PowerDial [25], uses control theoretic techniques to provide performance guarantees while maximizing accuracy. Each of
these approaches supports a single constraint. For example,
Green uses heuristics to ensure accuracy bounds are not violated, but it cannot guarantee energy consumption. PowerDial formally guarantees performance (so it can meet realtime or quality-of-service goals), but it does not manage energy. Eon uses heuristics to prevent embedded devices from
running out of energy, making it well-suited for systems that
harvest energy, but it does not maximize accuracy on an energy budget. Furthermore, these approaches are designed to
work at the application-level only. Fig. 7 demonstrates the
benefits of JouleGuard’s approach which combines application and system adaptation.
6.2

Energy-aware Systems

Many system-level approaches coordinate the use of multiple resources to provide performance guarantees with reduced power or energy consumption. For example, Li et al.

manage memory and processor speed [37], Dubach et al. coordinate several microarchitectural features [10], and Maggio et al. coordinate core allocation and clock speed [41].
Meisner et al. propose coordinating CPU power states, memories, and disks to meet performance goals while minimizing
power consumption [42]. Bitirgen et al. coordinate clockspeed, cache, and memory bandwidth in a multicore [6]. The
METE system controls cache, processor speed, and memory bandwidth to meet performance requirements [54]. Still
other approaches manage arbitrary sets of system-level components [23, 47, 59, 67]; however, none of these approaches
coordinates system resource usage with application-level
adaptation. Furthermore, these approaches all ensure performance is met while minimizing energy consumption – none
can ensuring energy budgets are met.
Several OS designs support the measurement, allocation,
and management of energy as a first class object. The Koala
system uses a predictive model to minimize application energy while maintaining performance [57]. Similarly, power
containers support fine-grain tailoring of heterogeneous resources to varying workloads [55]. Cinder creates abstractions which allow energy to be stored and allocated on mobile devices [51]. These OS-level approaches all provide
mechanisms for allocating energy, but not policies for performing the allocation or enforcing energy budgets, other
than halting if the budget is exceeded.
6.3

Cross-layer Approaches

Static approaches coordinate application and system by
marking application regions as candidates for accuracy loss
and then statically determining when the system can turn
that loss into performance or energy savings. The Truffle architecture [11] supports applications which explicitly mark
some computations and data as “approximate.” Parrot replaces approximate regions of an application with a neural
network implementation, which is then executed on a special hardware neural processing unit [12]. Flikker, allows
applications to mark some data as “non-critical,” and store
it in a DRAM that trades accuracy for energy savings [38].
The codesign of application with inexact hardware has been
proposed to reduce energy consumption dramatically in exchange for reduced application accuracy [4, 45, 46].
JouleGuard is inspired by prior work that dynamically
coordinates across application and system layers. Flinn and
Satyanarayanan coordinate operating systems and applications to meet user defined energy goals [14, 15]. This
system trades application quality for reduced energy consumption. The GRACE OS employs hierarchy to provide
predictable performance for multimedia applications, making system-level adaptations first and then application-level
adaptations [63, 66]. Like GRACE, Agilos uses hierarchy,
combined with fuzzy control, to coordinate multimedia applications and systems to meet a performance goal [36].
Maggio et al. propose a game-theoretic approach for a decentralized coordination of application and system adapta-

tion which provides real-time guarantees [39]. xTune uses
static analysis to build a model of application and system interaction and then refines that model with dynamic feedback
[33]. The CoAdapt system uses a control theoretic approach
to meet a performance, power, or accuracy constraint [20].
Two key features distinguish JouleGuard from prior
cross-layer approaches. First, prior work does not provide
energy guarantees, most, instead, guarantees performance
while minimizing energy consumption. Second, prior work
splits the system and application into two linear problems,
which is possible because of the focus on performance [20,
36, 63, 66]. JouleGuard also splits the problem into two subproblems, but acknowledges that these problems are not independent. A key contribution of JouleGuard is to formulate
a solution that is provably robust despite the dependence
between the subproblems. JouleGuard’s approach requires
novel solutions for both subproblems rather than repurposing existing work to target energy.
In summary, JouleGuard complements prior work on approximate computing by adding the capability to meet energy budgets with near maximum accuracy, benefiting mobile users who need to finish a task given the current charge
on their battery and desktop or server users who want to
maximize the quality of a result given an energy budget.
6.4

Adaptive Control Systems

Integrating control systems into software is one way to create self-adaptive software systems [52]. Control theory provides a general technique that can be applied to tune various
aspects of the software system to meet goals [17]. A classical control system provides numerous formal guarantees
about its behavior; however, these guarantees are all dependent on how well the difference model used to construct the
controller captures the underlying system dynamics. Adaptive control is an approach that allows the controller itself to
be adjusted online [3].
In an adaptive control system, the controller becomes
a meta-model which is dynamically tuned as the control
system runs. Adaptive control has been used to tune resource
usage in webservers [28, 29] and to minimize energy in
embedded systems [27, 41]. Filieri et al. propose a general
methodology for constructing adaptive controllers [13] and
some middleware frameworks incorporate adaptive control
[67]. A recent survey finds that adaptive control significantly
increases generality compared to classical control [40].

Typically, adaptive control systems make the control system more robust to external variations that might invalidate
a static model. In this paper, we use adaptive control to make
the control system robust to another adaptive system: the
learning engine. The interface between the two is the error
in the learned models. As adaptive systems proliferate, it is
increasingly likely that multiple adaptive systems, each designed by different engineers will be deployed concurrently.
Simple interfaces which coordinate adaptive computing systems will be necessary to avoid the type of bad behavior illustrated in Sec. 2 and documented in other studies [18, 20].
This paper contributes one such interface.

7.

Conclusion

This paper introduces JouleGuard, an optimizing runtime
system that coordinates approximate applications and energyaware systems to meet energy goals while maximizing accuracy. JouleGuard is based on the key insight that we can
solve this particular optimization by dividing the problem
into two sub-problems, each of which can be solved efficiently. The first sub-problem moves the system to the most
energy efficient configuration, while the second dynamically manages performance. JouleGuard proposes a machine
learning approach to the first problem and a control theoretic solution to the second. We have implemented JouleGuard and tested it with a number of applications and two
systems. We find that – both empirically and analytically –
JouleGuard meets energy budgets with near optimal accuracy, while adapting to application phases and consistently
outperforming approaches that consider only application or
system configurations.
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